SciVerse ScienceDirect College Edition
An affordable way to enrich education resources

Attracting the most promising students is one of the most pressing challenges for colleges today. As part of the overall academic team, librarians are under increasing pressure to give faculty quality, up-to-date information for their course materials and to equip students with online resources that enhance the learning process.

Now available for your institution
The SciVerse ScienceDirect College Edition provides smaller academic institutions with affordable access to dedicated subject packages in the physical, social and health sciences that are complemented by content from online books and pre-1995 journal content.

Your institution qualifies for the SciVerse ScienceDirect College Edition if you: teach on an Associate, Baccalaureate or Master’s level; do not award degrees at the doctoral level; have limited print subscriptions. Eligibility is subject to a review of prior (3 year) subscription history.

More access for users, greater power for librarians
The SciVerse ScienceDirect College Edition enables you to:

- Support the teaching and learning process with unparalleled breadth and depth of content
- Improve information quality through access to relevant, peer-reviewed content
- Increase user support via a new and improved interface and our dedicated E-Helpdesk
- Manage your budget more effectively with transparent, flexible and predictable pricing
- Make evidence-based decisions through industry-leading and COUNTER-compliant usage reports that give you insights into user behavior
- Give your users a broader perspective with valuable journal content going back to 1995, online book access and pre-1995 content
- Maximize your investment through training and marketing programs to ensure your users get the most out of SciVerse ScienceDirect

Select your buying option
SciVerse ScienceDirect College Edition Complete: The Complete collection gives colleges unsurpassed breadth and depth of online information to journals. Automatically includes access to pre-1995 journal content and books across all three subject collections at 10% price advantage.

SciVerse ScienceDirect College Edition Select: A modular package, it offers colleges the possibility to subscribe to one or more of the three subject collections. There is also the option to choose online access to journals, pre-1995 journals content and/or books.

Content areas include:
- Health & Life Sciences
- Social & Behavioral Sciences
- Physical Sciences

Open to accelerate science
SciVerse ScienceDirect
College Edition
An affordable way to enrich education resources

Easy access to a world of deep science content

- Journals from the current year back to 1995
  - 900 Health & Life Sciences
  - 650 Physical Sciences
  - 350 Social & Behavioral Sciences
- Pre-1995 Journal Content - deep coverage available now back to Volume 1, Issue 1
- Practically all Elsevier online books, including Major Reference Works, Books Series, Handbooks, eBooks Front lists and Back lists back to 1995

https://www.info.sciverse.com/sciencedirect/buying/primary_license_options/college

For more information and to request a free trial, please contact your nearest Elsevier Regional Sales Office.